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World Premiere of Karnival at PY1 Nights in Arlington (Credit: TAVisuals)

Last Chance to Experience PY1, the Innovative, Pyramid-Shaped
Entertainment Venue by Lune Rouge Entertainment, Prior to Its Departure from
Arlington in Two Weeks
ARLINGTON, TX (February 14, 2020) – After a successful US debut, PY1 will be moving on from
Globe Life Park in Arlington at the end of February. Prior to its departure, audiences still have
opportunities to visit the innovative, pyramid-shaped entertainment venue to experience the
amazing multimedia shows from some of the world’s best storytellers. PY1offers various
experiences targeting all publics and ages, including Through the Echoes™, Stella –
The Time Machine Journey™, and PY1 Nights.
Stella – The Time Machine Journey™, a participatory show, which made its debut in Arlington,
encourages kids and families to move and dance together in the biggest time machine ever
built. Using some incredible images and awe-inspiring music from the show Through the

Echoes™, Stella promises an unforgettable adventure for the whole family. During PY1’s time at
Globe Life Park, families have been in awe of the amazing show, which can be seen here.
Through the Echoes™, a one-of-a-kind multimedia show takes visitors on a technological and
emotional odyssey through space and time featuring lasers, 360° projections, kinetic stage
elements, special effects and grandiose lightscapes. And finally, PY1 Nights, perfect for nightlifegoers and electronic music aficionados, turns the pyramid into a giant dance floor while utilizing
wonder-inspiring thematic worlds with well-known local and international DJs. See what people
say here.
Following the success of PY1 Nights in Arlington, an extra edition of Eye Wonder will be added to
the calendar on Friday, February 21st, with music by DJ Guy Laliberté and Laurence Matte. On
Saturday, February 29, PY1 Nights will be featuring a very special theme, “Worlds Collide,” a
combination of all six worlds for the final show. Guests are encouraged to dress with the theme
and mood board from the world that fits them best for this epic evening, featuring music by
Justin Martin (What To Do), Moody Jones, and Mobius8, Gabriel Guardian & Delaram Kamareh
(Live).

“My experience since entering the DFW market has been one of the biggest surprises of my
career,” said Sarah Bromley, Artistic Director of PY1 Nights. “The rich talent of the local
performers, DJs and supportive promotional community and artists has surpassed my
expectations.”
Tickets for February showings of Through the Echoes, Stella – The Time Machine Journey, and PY1
Nights can be purchased now at PY1.com. Corporate and group tickets are also available for
the limited shows left, which include:
Stella - The Time Machine Journey™:
• Saturday, February 15: 4:00 PM
• Saturday, February 29: 4:00 PM

Through the Echoes™:
• Friday, February 14: 7:30 PM
• Saturday, February 15: 6:00 PM & 7:30 PM
• Friday, February 21: 7:30 PM
• Saturday, February 22: 6:00 PM & 7:30 PM
• Friday, February 28: 7:30 PM
• Saturday, February 29: 6:00 PM & 7:30 PM
PY1 Nights:
• Saturday, February 15: 9:30 PM
o Candy World
o DJs: BLOND:ISH and STETRA
o VJ: June Barry
• Friday, February 21: 9:30 PM
o Eye Wonder
o DJs: Guy Laliberté and Laurence Matte
o VJ: June Barry
• Saturday, February 22: 9:30 PM
o Astral Plane
o DJs: Vanjee and Faucon
o VJ: June Barry
• Friday, February 28: 9:30 PM
o Underworld
o DJs: Serge Devant and ISA (Live Set)
o VJ: June Barry
• Saturday, February 29: 9:30 PM
o Worlds Collide
o DJs: Justin Martin (What To Do), Moody Jones, and Mobius8, Gabriel Guardian
& Delaram Kamareh (Live)
o VJs: June Barry
ABOUT PY1:
PY1 is an innovative pyramid shaped venue imagined by Lune Rouge Entertainment. With a
capacity of up to a thousand guests, the 81-foot high traveling structure is dedicated to the
creation and presentation of memorable experiences. PY1 is a marvel of technology and a oneof-a-kind playground for shows and special events that offers a new kind of entertainment at the
heart of a custom-produced multimedia universe thanks to the talent of some of the world’s
greatest storytellers. For more information, visit: https://www.py1.com/en/
• Facebook: @py1experience / @py1nights
• Instagram: @py1_experience / @py1nights
ABOUT LUNE ROUGE ENTERTAINMENT:
Lune Rouge Entertainment rallies industry experts and seasoned artists around innovative tech
and artistic projects. It develops highly immersive entertainment experiences and explores new
creative horizons through projects in Quebec and abroad. Lune Rouge Entertainment aspires to
create joint, innovative works using a mix of talents, cultures, theatrical techniques and
technologies. Lune Rouge Entertainment is an entity of the Montreal Company Lune Rouge. For
more information, visit https://lunerouge.com/en/
• Facebook: @lunerouge.real
• Instagram @lunerouge_creative

